Stance detection is a subproblem of sentiment analysis where the stance of the author of a piece of natural language text for a particular target (either explicitly stated in the text or not) is explored. The stance output is usually given as Favor, Against, or Neither.
INTRODUCTION
Stance detection is one of the subproblems in sentiment analysis (opinion mining) [Pang and Lee 2008] and is a considerably recent research area. In stance detection, the position of an author of a piece of text is explored for a particular target (an entity, event, idea etc.) which may be explicitly stated in the text or not. The stance output is usually expected from the set: {Favor, Against, Neither} [Mohammad et al. 2016b] while in the sentiment analysis task, the output is usually one of Positive, Negative, or Neutral and usually no sentiment target is considered.
In this paper, we present our SVM-based stance detection approaches on sports-related tweets 1 . The main contributions of this study are presented below:
• Three different versions of a tweet data set in Turkish annotated with stance information are presented. The corresponding annotations are made publicly available for research purposes. The second and third versions of the data set are described in the current paper for the first time. They are the extended versions of a previously proposed data set [Küçük 2017b ] and the extended versions have been annotated by two annotators as opposed to the initial version which was annotated by a single annotator. Additionally, the number of tweets in the final version of the data set is more than 1.5 times the number of tweets in the initial version. The tweets in the data sets are about two popular football clubs which are, hence, the stance targets. To the best of our knowledge,
• We provide the results of our experiments based on SVM classifiers (one for each target) on the data set versions using features based on unigrams, bigrams, hashtags, external links, and emoticons. Named entities in tweets are also considered as features for stance classification and the results of the related experiments are provided as well. These experiments form plausible baselines with which future work on stance detection can be compared.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, a review of the literature on stance detection is provided.
In Section 3, we describe three different versions of our tweet data set annotated with the stance target and stance information. Section 4 includes the details of our SVM-based stance classifiers and their evaluation results with discussions. Future research topics based on the current study are provided in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with a summary of main points.
RELATED WORK
Literature on stance detection includes [Somasundaran and Wiebe 2010] where a stance detection approach was presented, based on sentiment and arguing features, along with an arguing lexicon automatically compiled. This approach was reported to perform better than baseline systems which were distribution-based and unigram-based systems [Somasundaran and Wiebe 2010] . In studies such as [Walker et al. 2012a,b] , it was concluded that considering the dialog structure of online debate posts improved stance classification performance on these posts.
In [Hasan and Ng 2013] , stance detection experiments were performed using machine learning algorithms, training data sets, features, and inter-post constraints in on-line debates, and useful conclusions based on these experiments were obtained. It was found out that for stance detection, sequence models like HMMs performed better than nonsequence models like Naive Bayes (NB) [Hasan and Ng 2013] . In another study [Misra and Walker 2013] , it was pointed out that topic-independent features could be used for disagreement detection in on-line dialogues. The features utilized include agreement, cue words, denial, hedges, duration, polarity, and punctuation [Misra and Walker 2013] . In [Faulkner 2014 ], stance detection on student essays was considered. After using linguistically-motivated feature sets with multivalued NB and SVM as the learning models, the authors reported that they outperformed their baseline approaches [Faulkner 2014] . In another related work [Dori-Hacohen 2015] , it was claimed that Wikipedia could be used to determine stances on controversial topics. A unified framework for stance classification using probabilistic modeling of online debate forums was proposed in [Sridhar et al. 2015] .
Considering more recent related work, in [Augenstein et al. 2016] , bidirectional conditional encoding was employed for stance detection for unseen targets. It is reported that this approach achieved state-of-the art performance rates [Augenstein et al. 2016] 2016] . A tweet data set annotated with stance information regarding six predefined targets was described in [Mohammad et al. 2016a] where crowdsourcing was employed to annotate the data set. This set was also annotated with sentiments, so it could help reveal relationships between stance and sentiment information [Mohammad et al. 2016a ]. An extension to this study was presented in [Mohammad et al. 2017] where further stance and sentiment classification experiments were conducted on the data set annotated with both information.
In the previously mentioned study [Mohammad et al. 2016b] , SemEval 2016's shared task on Twitter Stance Detection was described in details. The study also presented the evaluation results of 19 systems participating in two subtasks (one subtask with a training data set provided and another subtask without an annotated data set) of the shared task [Mohammad et al. 2016b] . The system performing the best in the first task was presented in [Zarrella and Marsh 2016] which employed recurrent neural networks. It achieved an average F-Measure of 67.8% for this task. Another system that also performed well for this task of the competition was presented in [Tutek et al. 2016 ]. An ensemble of genetic algorithms was used for the stance detection task [Tutek et al. 2016] . A system that performed well for both tasks of the competition was presented in [Wei et al. 2016] which was based on a convolutional neural network. Interested readers are referred to [Mohammad et al. 2016b ] for references to the systems participating in this stance annotation competition.
In [Ebrahimi et al. 2016 ], a log-linear model for stance classification in tweets was proposed where the interactions between the stance target, stance, and sentiment were modeled. In [Gadek et al. 2017] , the authors showed that extracting and using contextonyms ("contextually related words") helped improve stance detection in tweets. In ], a data set for multi-target stance detection was presented together with experiments on this data set.
Another recent topic closely related to stance detection is argumentation (or, argument) mining. The aim of the argumentation mining task is to identify the particular arguments, related components, and relations in natural language texts [Nguyen and Litman 2015] . These texts are usually in the form of on-line debates, legal documents, and student essays [Nguyen and Litman 2015] . There are also studies that performed joint argument mining and stance detection [Sobhani et al. 2015] .
TURKISH TWEET DATA SETS ANNOTATED WITH STANCE INFORMATION
In the preliminary version of our current study [Küçük 2017b ], tweets about popular sports clubs were considered for stance detection where the targets were determined to be Galatasaray (namely, Target-1) and Fenerbahçe (namely, Target-2) which are two popular football clubs in Turkey. The tweets in the stance data set was obtained from the randomly compiled one million tweets published between August 18 and September 6, 2015 within the course of a public health surveillance study [Küçük et al. 2017] . During annotation, only the stance classes of Favor and Against were considered, therefore, there was no tweet instance labelled with the Neither class [Küçük 2017b ]. In most of the tweets, the target is exactly the sports club in its entirety, while in some other, either the management of the club or some footballers are criticized or praised. In all of these cases, the club is determined to be the stance target. The corresponding stance-annotated data set contains 700 tweets, where 175 tweets are in favor of and 175 tweets are against Target-1, and similarly 175 tweets are in favor of and 175 are against Target-2. The stance annotations for this initial version of the data set were publicly shared at http://ceng.metu.edu.tr/∼e120329/ Turkish_Stance_Detection_Tweet_Dataset.csv.
The stance annotations on this data set were carried out by a single annotator who is a native speaker of Turkish [Küçük 2017b ].
Within the course of the current study, another annotator, who is again a native speaker of Turkish, is provided with the initial data set of 700 tweets and a small set of guidelines, and these tweets have been annotated with stance information by this second annotator, independently. The percentage of matching annotations for the tweets about
Target-1 is found to be 98.86% and that for the tweets on Target-2 is found as 97.14%. These numbers are calculated by summing the number of tweets annotated with the Favor class by both annotators and the number of tweets annotated as Against by both annotators, and then diving the summation to total number of tweets. Hence, the percentage of matching annotations for the overall data set is calculated as 98%, i.e., the two annotators have indicated the same stance for 686 of the 700 tweets in the data set. For these two annotations, Cohen's kappa for inter-annotator agreement is found to be 96% which is considered as "a very good agreement" 2 . This high level of inter-annotator agreement can be attributed to the particular domain of the tweets considered, i.e., stance annotations for sports clubs may have led higher levels of inter-annotator agreement compared to the corresponding stance annotations for other text domains.
Hence, we have created a second version of our stance-annotated data set in which only 686 tweets agreed by both annotators are included. Of these 686 tweets, 173 are in favor and 173 are against Target-1 while 173 are in favor and 167 are against Target-2. Similar to its initial version, this second version of the stance-annotated tweet data set is publicly shared at http://ceng.metu.edu.tr/∼e120329/ Turkish_Stance_Detection_Tweet_Dataset_V2.csv.
In order to increase the size of this data set, 400 new tweets have been extracted from the initial randomly-compiled tweet set of one million tweets. The first annotator has marked 100 of them as in favor of and 100 of them against
Target-1, and similarly 100 of them as in favor of and 100 of them against Target-2. Following the same annotation scheme, the second annotator has also been asked to annotate these 400 tweets with stance information. It is found that 379 tweets are marked with the same stance class by both annotators. This tweet set of agreed 379 tweets has been added to the second version of the aforementioned tweet set and hence we have arrived at the third version of the stance-annotated tweet set of 1,065 tweets. The percentage of matching annotations performed by both annotators is 96.81% and Cohen's kappa for the inter-annotator agreement on this final data set is found to be 93.6%
which is again considered as "a very good agreement". Of all tweets in this final data set, 269 of them are in favor of and 268 of them are against Target-1 while 269 of them are in favor of and 259 of them are against Target-2. The annotations for this final and extended data set is made publicly-available at http://ceng.metu.edu.tr/∼e120329/ Turkish_Stance_Detection_Tweet_Dataset_V3.csv. Summary information regarding all three versions of the stance-annotated tweet data set is provided in Table 1 . [Cohen 1960] . In this formula, P o is the relative observed agreement among annotators (0.98 in our case) and P e is the hypothetical probability of chance agreement (0.5 in our case). Original Tweet: Bu grup haşlar Galatasarayı :D
Translation:
This group will boil Galatasaray :D Target:
Original Tweet: Fenerbahçeli olmak ayrıcalıktır...
It is a privilege to be the supporter of Fenerbahçe...
Target:
Fenerbahçe Stance: Favor
Original Tweet: Kanser olmaya hazır mıyız ? #Fenerinmaçıvar
Translation:
Ready to get cancer ? #Fenerhasamatch Target:
These three versions of the data set constitute the first publicly available stance-annotated data sets for Turkish where the second and the third ones have been created by two annotators. Hence, they are significant resources due to the scarcity of annotated data sets, linguistic resources, and NLP tools available for Turkish. Additionally, to the best of our knowledge, they are also significant for being the initial stance-annotated data sets including sports-related tweets, as previous stance detection data sets mostly include on-line debates on political/ethical issues.
STANCE DETECTION EXPERIMENTS USING SVM CLASSIFIERS
In this section, we present the details of the stance detection experiments using SVM classifiers on the tweet data set versions described in the previous section. A schematic representation of these experiments is presented in Figure 1 and the details of them are provided in the following subsections.
Experiments Using Ngrams and Hashtags as Features
It is emphasized in the related literature [Somasundaran and Wiebe 2010] that unigram-based methods are reliable for the stance detection task and similarly unigram-based models have been used as baseline models in studies such as [Mohammad et al. 2016b ].
In order to be used as a baseline and reference system for further studies on stance detection in Turkish tweets, we have trained two SVM classifiers (one for each target) using unigrams as features. Before the extraction of unigrams,
we have employed automated preprocessing to filter out the stopwords in tweets. The stopword list used is the list presented in [Küçük 2011 ] which, in turn, is the slightly extended version of the stopword list provided in [Can et al. 2008 ].
We have used the SVM implementation available in the Weka data mining application [Hall et al. 2009 ] where this particular implementation employs the SMO algorithm [Platt 1999 ] to train a classifier with a linear kernel. The 10-fold cross-validation results of the two classifiers on the three versions of the data set are provided in Table 2 using the metrics of precision (P), recall (R), and F-Measure (F). Stance Data Set Target Class The performance evaluation results in Table 2 are very promising for both targets, considering the fact that they are part of the initial experiments on the data sets. Although the results on the first version of the data set are particularly higher for Target-1, the gap between the F-Measure rates of the targets disappears on the third version. That is, the performance rates of the unigram-based classifier for Target-2 increases considerably during the experiments on the second and third versions of the data set. We observe some slight performance decreases of the classifier for Target-1 when tested on the second and third versions of the data set. The decrease is even lower on the third version of the data set. The performance decrease for Target-1 on the second data set may be due to the peculiarities of the unigrams in the excluded tweets from the first version of the data set to arrive at the second one. On the third data set, the performance rates of the classifiers for both targets converge to 79.5% in terms of F-Measure and are quite favorable.
It is observed that the performance rates of both classifiers (in terms of F-Measure) are better for the Favor class systems using unigrams and ngrams as features similar to our study, but their data sets include all three stance classes of Favor, Against, and Neither, while our data set comprises tweets classified only as Favor or Against. Another difference is that the data sets in [Mohammad et al. 2016b ] have been divided into training and test sets, while in our study we provide 10-fold cross-validation results on the whole data set. Additionally, the domains of the data sets used in [Mohammad et al. 2016b ] are on political/social issues while our data sets contain tweets about sports clubs.
On the other hand, we should note that SVM-based sentiment analysis approaches (such as [Poursepanj et al. 2013]) have been reported to achieve better F-Measure rates for the Positive sentiment class when compared with the results for the Negative class. Hence, our performance evaluation results for each stance class seem to be in line with those of such sentiment analysis systems. Yet, further experiments on larger and diverse data sets can be conducted and the results achieved can again be compared with the stance detection results given in the literature.
We have also evaluated the performance of SVM classifier versions which use only bigrams as features, since ngrambased classifiers have been reported to perform favorably for the stance detection problem [Mohammad et al. 2016b ].
However, we have observed that using bigrams as the sole features of the SVM classifiers leads to quite poor results.
Our experiments indicate that unigram-based features lead to superior results compared to the results obtained using bigrams as features. Yet, ngram-based features may be employed on the prospective stance data sets from other domains to verify this conclusion within the course of future work.
In order to observe the contribution of hashtag use to the stance detection task, we have also used the existence of hashtags in tweets as an additional feature to unigrams. Hence, we take the classifiers using unigram-based features as the baseline systems. Evaluation results of the SVM classifiers using unigrams+hashtags as features are provided in Table 3 . Version-1 Version-2 Version-3 P (%) R (%) F (%) P (%) R (%) F (%) P (%) R (%) F (%) Table 3 are compared with the results in Table 2 , for both targets, F-Measure rates have generally increased when hashtag use is also incorporated as an additional feature. That is, increases in the F-Measure rates are observed in five of the six target and data set version combinations. Only a decrease of 0.5% is observed for Target-1 on the first version of the data set. The increases in the performance of both SVM classifiers, especially on the largest third version of the data set, constitute an encouraging evidence for the contribution of using features related to hashtags in a stance detection system. We leave other ways of exploiting hashtags for stance detection as future work.
We have also tested the contribution of other features on the top of the settings based on unigram+hashtag features. These additional features are:
• the existence of links to external Web sites
• the existence of positive emoticons (such as :), :D, <3)
• the existence of negative emoticons (such as :(, :\)
Our stance-detection experiments with SVM classifiers also utilizing these features do not lead to improved results.
The results obtained using these features, either individually or together with the settings using unigram+hashtag features, are all slightly lower than the performance rates given in Table 3 . Therefore, we can conclude that the use of features based on links and emoticons do not contribute to stance detection on our data sets, beyond the settings using unigram+hashtag features. Yet, we should note that especially the emoticon dictionaries that we have used are of limited size, therefore larger dictionaries can be employed and the related experiments can be repeated as part of future studies.
Overall, our performance evaluation results with SVMs given in this section are significant as reference results to be used for comparison purposes. They provide evidence for the utility of unigram-based and hashtag-related features in SVM classifiers for stance detection in Turkish tweets. The use of other features based on external links and emoticons have not improved the stance detection performance on our data sets, over the existing SVM settings with unigram+hashtag features.
Experiments Using Named Entities as Features
In this section, we present the results of our stance detection experiments on using named entities as additional features.
The idea of using named entities as stance detection features and the results of our related experiments on the first version (Version-1) of the data set have previously been presented in a preprint of us [Küçük 2017a ]. Hence, this section includes and is built upon some of the content given in [Küçük 2017a ].
Named entity recognition (NER) has long been studied on formal text types such as news articles. Recently, due to the need for customized text processing approaches and tools for social media content such as tweets, considerable research effort has been devoted to NER on tweets [Derczynski et al. 2015; Küçük and Steinberger 2014; Liu et al. 2011; Ritter et al. 2011] . One observation commonly acknowledged in these studies is that the existing approaches performing favorably on well-formed texts perform poorly on tweets, due to the peculiarities of Twitter language. These peculiarities include using nicknames, contracted forms, instances of hypocorism and/or neologism, in addition to common writing/grammatical errors.
In the first subsection below, we describe our NER experiments on the stance data sets. In the following subsection, we present the results of our stance detection experiments on the data sets using named entities (both automaticallyextracted ones and the ones in the annotated answer keys) as additional features. The results are accompanied with the discussions of the results for each experiment type and settings.
4.2.1 Named Entity Recognition Experiments on the Stance Data Sets. In order to carry out NER experiments on the three versions of our stance data sets, we have manually annotated them to use them as the answer keys. The named entity types considered are person, location, and organization names. Statistical information regarding these named entity annotations are provided in Table 4 , for each stance class and named entity type considered. The most common named entity type is organization names as expected, since each tweet contains the stance target (i.e., the football club name) explicitly and they are named entities of organization name type.
During our NER experiments on the three versions of the data sets, we have used the NER tool presented in [Küçük and Steinberger 2014] for tweets, which, in turn, is the extended version of the rule-based recognizer for Turkish previously proposed in [Küçük and Yazıcı 2009] for news articles. Two lines of extensions over the original recognizer are: (1) relaxing the capitalization constraint of the tool to improve the NER performance on tweets where capitalizing names is often ignored, (2) diacritics-based expansion of the lexical resources of the tweets, as diacritics are often missed in names in tweets [Küçük and Steinberger 2014] .
The evaluation results of this tool on the data sets are presented in Table 5 , in terms of the common metrics of precision, recall, and F-Measure. During the calculation of these metrics, credit is given if both the boundaries and the type of the named entity extracted are true, i.e., no credit is given to partial extractions. The results presented in 4 are not very high considering the fact that the recognizer attains circa 85% in F-Measure on news articles. Yet, they are favorable because the performance of NER tools is known to decrease considerably when ported to tweets [Ritter et al. 2011 ] and the best F-Measure rate obtained by this extended NER tool on a randomlycompiled tweet data set is 48.13% [Küçük and Steinberger 2014] . The following two conclusions can be drawn based on these results:
• Overall, the results are better than those NER results reported on the randomly-compiled tweet sets. This may be attributed to the fact that all of the tweets in the three versions of our stance data sets contain the stance targets (the club names) explicitly, making our procedure "targeted" NER. That is, although some of them may be contracted forms or neologisms, the tweets contain the target names as organization names explicitly, as revealed with the large number of organization names in Table 4 , and a large proportion of them can be extracted by the NER tool [Küçük 2017a ].
• The NER performance is far better on tweets marked with the Favor stance class when compared with the performance on tweets marked as Against. This observation can be due to the more common use of neologisms (for target names and in the negative sense) in tweets from the latter group than in tweets from the former group and these neologisms seem to be missed by the recognizer [Küçük 2017a ]. The named entities in the tweets from the Favor seem to be commonly well-formed and canonical names of these entities. The considerable difference in the recall rates for these two groups supports this argument.
The NER experiments given in this subsection are significant since: (i) NER research on tweets is still an important research problem in social media analysis and they are "targeted" NER experiments on a low-resource language, i.e., Turkish, (ii) the corresponding results and discussions may help reveal the interrelationships between stance annotation and named entity annotation. In the following subsection, the stance detection experiments using named entities as features are presented. We should note that, in Turkish, the uninflected named entities extracted and annotated in these data sets are no different than the corresponding ngrams, however, when they are inflected, the set of suffixes attached to the named entity are left out, both by the NER tool and during manual annotation to create the answer keys [Küçük 2017a ]. Hence, inflected named entities in the stance data sets are different than the corresponding ngrams, making these entities plausible features for stance detection, as discussed in the following section.
Stance Detection Experiments Using Named Entities as Features.
In the previous sections of this paper, our experiment results demonstrate that features based on unigrams and hashtag use can be used to improve stance detection performance. In this section, we present the evaluation results of using named entities as additional features for stance detection without considering the types of these named entities.
Firstly, in Table 6 , we present the performance results of stance detection experiments using the automaticallyextracted named entities as features, together with unigrams and hashtag use. These evaluation results are all better than those corresponding results in Table 3 where unigrams and hashtag use are employed as the sole set of features.
Hence, we can conclude that the performance rates are improved with the incorporation of named entities as new features, even when these named entities are extracted through an automated procedure.
Similarly, Table 7 presents the evaluation results utilizing the named entities from the manually-annotated answer key as additional features, together with unigrams and hashtag use. These results are more favorable than those corresponding results in Table 6 which indicates stance detection performance on Turkish tweets can be further improved with the use of named entities extracted with high precision and recall.
The findings provided in this section reveal that the use of named entities is an improving feature for the stance detection task on Turkish tweets. They also imply that the interrelationship between the well-studied topic of NER and the newly-emerged topic of stance detection is a fruitful research topic which requires further research attention. 
Stance Data Set
Target Class
Version-1 Version-2 Version-3 P (%) R (%) F (%) P (%) R (%) F (%) P (%) R (%) F (%) 
Target Class 
FUTURE WORK
Below listed are future research directions based on the current study:
• Within the course of further extensions and revisions on the stance detection data set versions, other stance classes like Neither can also be considered to make them compatible with the data sets in English proposed in the literature.
• Our results in the current paper suggest that the existence of hashtags is boosting feature for stance detection in Turkish tweets. Other ways of utilizing hashtags for stance detection can be considered, which may require deeper processing of these hashtags.
• Our evaluation results also indicate that named entities can be improving factors for stance detection. Similar experiments on tweets in other languages can be conducted so that based on the corresponding results, more general conclusions can be drawn.
• Other features employed for stance detection in the literature can also be used by the classifiers and these classifiers can be tested on larger data sets. For instance, larger emoticon dictionaries can be utilized during the employment of emoticon-based features. Other classification approaches presented in recent studies such as [Mohammad et al. 2016b ] could also be tested against our baseline classifiers for comparison purposes.
• Methods and resources (such as polarity lexicons) used for sentiment analysis can also be employed to improve the stance detection performance on tweets, as part of future work.
• Prior to stance detection on tweets, a tweet normalization procedure [Han and Baldwin 2011] can be employed, in order to determine whether tweet normalization is a facilitating or an impeding factor for stance detection in tweets.
• Lastly, the SVM classifiers utilized in this study and their prospective versions utilizing different feature sets can be tested on stance data sets in other languages for comparison purposes.
CONCLUSION
Stance detection is a considerably new research area in NLP, which is a particular subproblem of the well-studied topic of sentiment analysis or opinion mining. The aim of the stance detection approaches is to identify the stance, or position, towards a target which may be explicitly specified in the text or not. In this study, we propose different versions of a stance-annotated sports-related tweet data set in Turkish and present the performance evaluation results of SVM classifiers for stance detection on these versions. The data sets comprise tweets regarding two well-known football clubs which constitute the stance targets and the corresponding stance annotations are made publicly available. The sets are quite significant as there is a scarcity of annotated resources for NLP tasks in non-English languages and to the best of our knowledge, this is the first stance-annotated data set for Turkish and also the first sports-related one in the general sense.
On the other hand, we have carried out experiments with SVM classifiers for each target with various features including those based on unigrams, bigrams, hashtags, external links, positive and negative emoticons, and named entities. The 10-fold cross validation results of the SVM classifiers using unigrams+hashtag use+named entities have been promising and better than the other combinations tested. Therefore, our findings suggest that features based on unigrams, hashtags, and named entities can be used to improve stance detection performance on sports-related tweets.
